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Thousands of Muskie basketball fans are expected to flock to
Schmidt Fieldhouse this weekend to rally around the teams
as they kick off the season. See stories, pa.ges 3 & 12. "
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It's a Midnight Ma$tess
Bv BRIDGET HoERST
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE ,

Choosing· a career path
The Cincinnati Chapter of the Xavier University
National Alumni Association will host a career program at 7
p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 24 entitled "Executive Feedback."
The program will feature Xavier graduates Lawrence Leser,
chairman and CEO of E.W. Scripps Co., Fred Runk
Jr.;vice president of American Financial Group and vice
president of Chiquita Brands International, and Art.
Hauser, chairman,' Art Hauser Insurance Inc. The ·
program will he held in the University Center Theater and
will feature a question-and-answer format on career
advancement topics. The program is free and op~n to all
students and alumni. A reception with complimentary hors
d'oeuvers and a cash bar will follow the program. Advance
reservations are required no later than Oct. 20. For
reservations or more information, call 745-3357.

Run like hell for charity
On Friday, Oct. 27, the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, will
hold Run Like HeWParty Like Hell. Events sponsored by
WEBN and TGI Fridays will begin at 7:30 p.m. with the
official 5K race. The race will start at F & W Publications,
go through Walnut Hills Cemetery and hack. A party and
. costume contest will follow the race with music from .the
Modµlators, as well as free food and drink. Pre-registration
forms are available by calling Cystic Fibrosis at 533-9300.

.Native American culture
· On Tuesday, Oct. 3, "Stories Old Upon the Land", a·
presentation and discussion on Native American ctilture
and its ecological significance, will take place from 2:303:45 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium; The gtiest speaker will he.
Neeake Olammpaise, storyteller of the ShaWnee ~ation
U.R:B~ (Uriited Rem~ant Band).
·

The dating game XU style
The Student Government Association is sponsoring a
Relationship and Dating Forum for Xavier students today
at3p.m.
The event will be held in Kelley Auditorium in Alter
Hall.
Dave Coleman, director of Student Activities will he
moderating a panel of "dating experts" from around the
area.
For more information call the Student Activities Council
at 745-3205.

compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe

On Oct. 14, Schmidt
F'ieldhouse will he filled to
capacity as Midnight Mad'ness
makes its second appearance at
Xavier.
Dave Coleman, director of
Student Activities suggested
students make plans to arrive
well before the doors open at
10:15 p.m.
Once again, officials say that
the event is predicted to draw
over 5,000 people, hut only
around 2,000 people will be
allowed in the fieldbouse
because of fire code restric- .
tions.
The event is designed to
involve the student body in the
kickoff to the basketball season.

photo by Carlllfl DeJe8U8

The 1994-95Xavi!Jr men~ basketbaUteam gatheredin the cell/er
efSchmidt Fif!ldhowe at last year~ Mid11ight Madness.
Accprding to NCAA regulations, teams can't begin
practicing until Oct. 15.
"I don't know much about
Xavier basketball, so I'm
excited to see what it's like,"
freshman Dave Alvey said.
Contests such as the hat spin
relay, obstacle course, and free
throw shooting will run from
10:30 -il:45 p.m.
·
During that time, students .
can win cash prizes totalling
over $1;500.
At the stroke of midnight,
the men's and women's basket.:.

hall teams and .coaches will he
presented to their Musketeer
fans.
Following the introduc~
lions, the teams will compete
in a three point shooting
contest. Then the men's team
will have their first
scrimmage. "You 'II he hard
pressed 'to find a better
Midnight Madness in the
country. This is a total
campus affair and it's going to
he incredibly exciting,"
Coleman ~aid.

He attributed the success· of pain that was fairly unexpected.
"I am in awe of the people who
the course to graduate student
BY KARA BENKEN
do
this every day of their life,"
Bob Bastanfar, a wheelchair
THE XAVIER NEWSWlRE
hound student, and to the assis- freshman Emily Haunz said about
tantdirectorofthe Physical Plant, . her;' experience.
On Sept. 26, 27 and 28, many Jim Tracey.
"The wheelchairs were not
Xavier students were surprised
Bastarifar said, "As a former used to diminish or imitate disto encounter their fellow class- student of Dr. Fiorelli and a per- ability awareness, hut to offer a
. mates in wheelchairs across cam-· son who could walk until I was 18, chance 'ror students.· to capture a
pus.
it meant a lot to me to see students small slice of how wheelchair
Professor ~flegal stuclies, Dr. taking the time to experience what hound people live every day of
Paul Fiorelli, gave his freshman I experience every day."
their life," Fiorelli said~ .
E Pluribus Unum class hands-on
According to .Health .MagaBastanfar collaborated with
learningon howitfeels to be handi- Fiorelli and Tracey to get 20 new zine, about nine ·percent of all
capped.
, wh~elchairs donated. from Dea- first year freshmen fu college have
. EPU has traditionally been a coness Hospital to Xavier for a some type of disability. While
course focusing on specific issues couple of days.
Xavier· students fall short of the
of diversity in .which gaining a . Tracey not only unloaded the average with. physically disabled
different perspective has been a chairs,hutalsoreplaced thedesks students, a greater percentage are
· key intention ..
in the classrooms With them be- either l~arning disabled or have
This semester, Fiorelli said he fore each class.
Atten.tion Deficit Disorder (ADD).
decided to bring anoth~r angle to
"The Physical Plant will gladly
Statistics of Xavier students.
his course on legal aspects of di- .. work with any instnictor to help show that an awareness of disversity by allowing his students to with a creative way to capture the abilities as defined by.the Ameridiscover firsthand how inacces- feel and gain appreciation for the can Disabilities Act is increasing.
sible Xavier's campus is to physi- disabled," Tracey said .
Bastanfar and others want to see
. cally disabled students.
Students also echoed praise that number continue to grow.
"l found the wheelchair tour for the program. As they toured
"I woi.ild like to see Xavier
of campus to he a culminating the library, University Center, implement a· further program or
experience in which the students and the faculty parking lotin the atleastcontinuethisoneformany
truly gained a different perspec- wheelchairs, many of them expe- yea1·s," Bastanfar said. ·
. live on student life," Fiorelli said. rienced back, shoulder, and arm
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Building a better Xavier for tomorrow
BY PETE HOL'fERMANN
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

For several years, Xavier
University has been developing
a strategic plan to carry the
. school into the next century.
Finally, the goals of the XU2000
plan are becoming reality, as is
evident by the near comp~etion
of the residential mall.
XU2000 is a multi-faceted
plan aimed at improving Xavier
over the course of ~everal years.
Many aspects of the university
will he affected by the plan.
XU2000 includes goals for
higher enrollment, better
education, and a higher
endowment.
Perhaps the most noticable,
expensive, and for a lot of
people, the most important part
of the plan centers on the
physical changes in store for the
campus. "Five tolO years
from now, you're going to fmd a
vastly different campus here,"

said Richard Hirte, vice
president for Financial Administration.
The Ledgewood Avenue or
residential mall is. the firs{
portion of the "Campus Master
Plan" to be completed. There
are two more steps toward the
completion of the campus mall.
The first step is the completion of the residential mall.
Once completed, the mall will
run from the stairs being
~reated by the entrance to the
North Parking Lot, up to . ·
Herald Avenue. The first s_tep
in completing'this portion of the
mall is already underway. A
new loading doc~ is being
constructed in the basement of
the Univ~rsity Cente~ to replace
the one that is currently on
Ledgewood. This new loading
dock will divert.trucks off of
Ledgewood so that the mall can
be bUllt without fear of it being
damged by the heavy trucks.
The second stage of.the
campus mall will be constructed
over next summer. This stage
calls for the complete renova- .·

tion of the current mall area, or
the academic mall. The
highlight of the academic mall
will again be the ~alkways ~ade
of brick, but it will_ also feature .
open grassy areas for recreation
or relaxation.
Another high priority in
XU2000 is the renovation of the
three oldest buildings on
canipus, Schmidt, Hinkle and
. Ah1mni Halls. The renovations
will be both exterior and
interior.
The plans· call for new
entrances to the academic mall,
and also the removal of utility
equipment from the roofs of the
buildings. The plans also call
for the modernization of the
buildings' classrooms and
offices.
·
The highlights of the XU2000
plan are the renovation of the
University Center and the
constructi~n of a new Convocation Center here on campus.
Accor~g to the plan, the
new Convocation Center will be
built into the hill between
Cohen Center and the New

Dorm, in the "pit" area of the
date set for gri>~mdbreaking.
parking lot. The focus of "this
"We need commitments that are
center will be a proposed 10,000 very solid to get the financing
seat arena for the basketball
we need," said Hirte.
teams which will also be used
If all goes extremely well,
for concerts, graduation, and
and all the pieces fall perfectly
other purposes. Administrators into place, according to Hirte,
haved praised the center
the Center could be operational
because of it's potential for
as early as the 1998-,99 basket.drawing people to· the campus.
ball season, but he cautions that
Also included in the plaits for this is the absolute best case
the center are conference
scenario.
facilities, a banquet hall, a new
Renovations to the Univerresidential dining facility, and
sity Center will be directly
additional athletic facilities for
related to what is included in
student recreation.
the Convocation Center.
There are also plans for a·
This new University Center
500 -car parking structure to be will he built to serve any
part of the center, and for part . student needs that are not
of the building to serve as a
addressed in the Convocation
connection between the main
Center.
campus a~d Cohen Center.
Hirte says the plans will
It is also possible that the
definitely include more meeting
center will contain some .space, student organization
commercial operations, for
. offices and a renovated book.example, a fast food restaurant, store.
and a new theater.
Many aspects of XU2000 are
Cost estimates for the .
still ill the planning stages, but
Convocation Center are
actual work should start in a
estimated at around $35
few years.
million. There is no definite
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. Sunday, Oct. 1, 1:22 a.DJ.
Two.students were robbed in the 900 block of Dana.Avenue. A wallet and a purse
were_ stolen in the hold-up.

Thursday, Oct. 5, 4 a.DJ.
A student's house in the.900 block of Hudson was_ broken into. The burglar was
apparently frightened off. Nothing was stolen in the incident.

Domino's Pizza makes and bakes your pizza fresh.

.

"396-7400

.

Thursday, Oct. 5
A student house in the 1700 block of CJeneay was burglarized. A TV, stereo, and
mountain bike were stolen. The Norwood Police Department is investigating the
burglary.
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Sunday, Oct. 8, 1:34 a.DJ.
An XU security officer apprehended a juvenile suspect who was attempting to break
in a first floor window in Husman Hall. After a short pursuit, the suspect was caught
and charged with attempted aggravated.burglary and curfew violation.
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The student loan battle continues
Senate Democrats failed Sept. that her top priority in designing
26 to block Republican efforts to the reconciliation package was to
curb direct lending and institute "minimize the cost to students.,,
a fee on universities, hut they . "It is inaccurate and tmfair to
vowed to continue to fight on the suggest, as some have, that this
Senate floor.
.
proposal cuts the neediest students
out of education," she told
The Republican proposal to
senators
and the audience, which
trim education spending in the
packed
with more than 200
was
federal budget is a setback for
college
students,
many of whom
supporters of direct lending and
of a post-graduation grace period came to Washington for· the mark- to pay back loans. Democrats are up meeting .. Students included
calling it the greatest cut in higher members of the United States Stu-.
education in history.
dent Association and the newly
The Republican proposal, formed Alliance to Save Student
whlch passed an 8-7 committee Aid: The Republican-majority
vote along party lines, would mandate to cut $10.8 billion from
charge colleges and universities education over the next ten years
for the amount of loans their stu- "has been a difficult task,"
dents take out from the govern- Kassenbaum said, "hut I have
ment. It also would limit the num- attempted to do so in a way which ·
ber of colleges and universities keeps the interest ofstudents foreallowed to participate in the di- most in the mind and which aprect lending program and would plies spending reductions to eveliminate the post graduation eryone involved with student
grace period for paying interes't loans." The measure could cost
large public i11stitutions close to
on student loans.
Republicans said they were · $500,000 a year, said Tim
sympathetic to the concerns of McDonough, vice-president of
students, but they said thech.il.nges · public affairs for the National
will not effect students while they Association of Independent Colarein school. Sen. Nancy Landon leges and Universities.
"It's the first time the federal
Kassenbaum, R-Kansas, who
chairs the committee, emphasized government would inipose a tax

likethis,"saidMcDonough. "It's
like charging supermarkets for
accepting food stamps."
ButKassenbaum said the origination fee is not a cut in education
and that it would average less
than an additional $20 per student. The loan payment proposal s'tipulates that schools cannot raise tuition fees to supplement the new loan cost. Another
part of the proposal would limit
the number of universities allowccl
to participate in President
Clinton's student loan program
to 20 percent. Currently, more
than 1,300 schools or 40 percent
of the loan volume. The U.S.
Department of Education stated
this summer that four out of every five sc~ools reported the program was successful.
Republicans said. that most
schools participating in the direct
, loan program should continue
doingso. Bycappingdirectloans
at 20 percent, which is 10 percent
less than Kassenbaum's original
proposal, the federal government
would save nearly $1.5 billion.
And students with loans through
Clinton's program would be able
to consolidate their loans through
a guaq1ntee agency.
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)Ire you apoet, storyttfkr, mruician, or
· an appreciator ojfine art?
Come to sliare or enjoy,!

TWIN SPIRES
COFFEEHOUSE
wftere acreative anrffun cOmm.unity
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Get a ton of tips and advice on how to find the
best research information available on-line.
Let the lntern~t do your research for you. This
book shows you how to access a world of
information right at your fingertips:· -·

DECEMBER GRADUATION
IS.RIGHT - ..
·AROUND THE CORNE-RI
START YOUR CAREER OFF
RIGHT~ ..
APPLY FOR DECEMBER
GRADUATION.
BY FRIDAY
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·citadel faces more .lawsuits
Nancy Mellete's application
at The Citadel .is on hold.
Col. Terry Leedom, The
Citadel's spokesman, said the
all-male military institution has
received Mellette's application
and has sent her a letter
eXplaining that the application
is pending until the matt~r is
resolved in court.
Mellette, a 17-year-old senior
at Oak Ridge Military Academy
in North Carolina, wants to
enroll at The Citadel next fall.
She is attempting to replace
· Shannon Faulkner in her
lawsuit to gain admission to the
state-funded school.
. Faulkner, the first woman to
enter the cadet program at The
Citadel, won the right to attend
the military college, but

dropped out earlier this year
lawsuit against The Citadel.
due to health reasons after less
Faulkner also has indicated that
than one week on the Charlesshe would like to remain as a
ton campus.
listed plaintiff in .the case.
The case continues on Nov.
Leedom said four other
6, when U.S. District Court
students have sent in applications for admission into The
Judge C. Weston hears The
Citadel's plans to create a
. Citadel.
However, the students do not
Converse College in nearby
want to be identified in the
Spartenburg.
If Weston agrees to the plan
Faulkner lawsuit.
and-finds that the program will
At publication time, the
United States Supreme· Court
offer a comparable experience
ruled that Faulkner's case was
to that of The Citadel,
"moot," therefore making the
Mellette's application may be a
case void.
moot point.
Melle.!e' s case was also ruled
Mellette, whose father is a
against by tlie Supreme Court.
Citadel graduate and whose
The Citadel's court case is
brother is a future cadet, went
befoi:e Weston on Oct. 3 to see if still pending.
he will allow her to replace
Fati.lkller as a party to the

-College PreH Service .
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Four fi;'eshnten elected
to serve on student senate
residence halls. The candidates
did most of their campaigning,
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
iC not all, in the residence halls.
Many upperclassmen said they.
On Monday, Oct. 2, Student
were not aware of the elections.
Government Association swore
Students had the opportunity to
in four new student senators
cast their ballots in the lobby of
and one new student advocate.
Alter Hall in the morning hours
The student senators are
freshmen Jesse Lyons, Anthony and outside the cafeteria in the
afternoon and evening hours.
Matera, Liam Randall, and
Since the voting was not on a
Glaisha Atkinstall. The student
computerized
system, there
adv.ocate is sophomore Damon
not
be
numerous·
voting
.
could
Halverson. A total of 388
students voted in .this year's fall sites. When a student votes, his
or her name is checked off a
elections which took place on
master list. This .system
Wednesday, Sept. 27. Student
prohibits students frQm voting
Government President Damon
more than once.
Jones said the v~ter turnout
"Overall, I think the
was significantly down compared to last year. SGA expects elections we'nt smoothly and the
Elections Board did their job
a larger number of students to
well," said Damon Jones.
vote in the spring elections.
The majority· of voters were
underclassmen living in
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY
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S~tnethingforeverybody
Sounding off at the lack of student activities
on campus every weekend has become something
of a sad Xavier tradition among students. Sure,
there arc plenty of spells when this campus
seems ahou t as lively as a howl of tepid pea soup,
hut don't let doldrums set in just yet.
The Student Activities Council has crammed
this weekend full of events exciting enough to
entertain the most skeptical campus dwelle1·s.
The Comedy Fest on Thursday, followed by
Fridaycvcning'sFallBall and the second annual
Midnight Madness featuring Xavier basketball
on Saturday, is where you need to be this
weekend-that is unless you have ballpark playoff tickets, of course ..
SAC has provided plenty of inexpensive and
fun reasons for students to csca.pc from their
dorm rooms, break from studying and refrain
from the road-tip (at lcastthis weekend). Far he
it from us to let a good job go unrecognized.
Don't be left in the cold. Catch the fever .
-AH&RWG
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masks of horro1· people put on you can manipulate the facts to was innocent, a majority of whites
when it was revealed that,·:.makeitlooklikcthisdocsn'tmcan thouglit'hewasguilty. thccontrast
It ended pretty much like it Fuhrman sometimes referred t(l'/''tt1!'. .prosect.ttion's case was not .. het'W"e'~~'~groups of students at
.
Af . . A
.
'' .
,., ,,'~
.~""1';~d: ·.
.,_H7$'
!' f) ,£
•
•
. began.
ncan- m~ncans as mg~~ ,
so~<~
. :,>";!fi~':>·: "·""' llow~~l!~Umvers1ty cheering the
· .A nation glued~<.> ,the TV sat in :.Was everyone really \:Jh,
··· ot .that th.M~n>s¢cutions case verdict~ and the general disgust 1
.··· stuniied silence as Ii: w~tchcd O.J. .:$urpriscd? Unfortunately i~.is ~.;;~:;·~,,,.~:~?S~gUy;~b'~aG~x. They had dete!?t;d Jn Xavier's {mostly white)
Siil.ipson head.for ho~e,,iil ia~ge wo1·d that still, perverts the. VO~ f::n'o,:mi:ness'io the crime, no murder campi:is, is\striking.
white· vehicle-this time: a mini- ·caliulary of many Am~ric!( ·"
:W.~·;pon, and one of their key
1in(any etent, the Juice is loose.
van and not a Bronco. And so the
I can't r~?}.!Y~M!!'i~:,Cocli;lm.
'i'ltnesscs was a compJ.ete ass E/~~· if he is\omplctely innocent I
Fuhnnan). Still,evcryothcrpicce ~.Onjt feel sort~ for him. The year
biggest and most publicized court He !~d.:t~~§rcltr•clf the O.J. de· case in American histor·y cam~ to a,. ···Af~~"~'~'.teaiii (quite literally the very . f evidence, circumstantial as most J1e spent in jail '~ocs not quite make
close, at least from an. '"ffij:iI~ft:\';:J}cst lawyers money could buy) [l;,wf it was, pointed directly at jup for, atleastm,my mind, all those
standpoint.
.·
did a fantastic job of murking up Jl~r$impson.
.~ yea,'rs he heat his\wife and all those
Thetrialmightheoverf~f;~:A. the waters. It is their job to d_?},~\~~ic, Simpson is one· of the greatcstj-yeirsshespentthi~kinghcwasgoing
county,butthecountryclcarlyJms everything in their power to get ./"~thletes ever to play football and to kill her.
'
many mo~c trials to go .tiu-.;4gh thefr~lient freed. It just made t n~.~§ one of the first black athlete,~
Our justice syst}~n has taken a
hefo1;ea trueverdictcanblreach~p sad that Coclu;an 's racism deco ~, f9. make the jmnp from athletics.,tb b~ating throughout tl1is case. But I
concerning O,J. 's innoc/nce, ra~~ worked so well.
~ptertainmcnt and advertisipg• h~lieve it is about as fa'ir a system as
and a bevy of other qu~stions th~~\
In his closing statementj.~ l'fine of the' _Miry members wer~· iJ possible. Someti~es someone
were raised during th~ more tha~ "\i Cochran compared Fuhrman t~f ' ~!ack. Every person who hcli~ves dtwty manages to manih'.~rlate the
nine months of court~bom battling( ~dolf Hitler· and told the j urf;' ,; ~p .J .'s innocence says racc~dn 't' ,system perfectly and go fre,?. This is
in this momentous ni'urder case. \\ ci~1ly they could stop this so1·t. of; ' pl?Y into the verdict. I'd really ~terrible, but it must be e.ndured
It was a murdcr:/~ase. It seems \\ bri1i.avior. Whatsortofbehavio~?;,;::;'.µk~.• ~o believe that,. Unfortt§mtply. ,,,J,p,9,f~J9p~~>;,WJIJ§UrnJhataih~jority
like most of the ~6.rld completely ~;.Ra.tt.sm? I doubt the verdict d,Jfb~'t1~;~~n see where 'ii<Ji!acK'pper'So?·;;j'~f th~ p~o}~le get justice. ./~
forgotthat the rea'.~on the trial was ~nytl1ing to stop that. Tli,~it'.J~ight have trouhleconVict.iI•gone~'"
So now the coun~r,y.has'to take a
P.~
~
':
f'.';f:~l
~'°"·'•'"'""'·-:,..
,. .
, ,.,7,M''
held was becau~.c two people were hphavipr they were supposed~?;; ofithe greatest black heroes in''"'lookatitselfr·Wcar·cn'tasfaralong
brutally killed/If you asked one b~focuS~nginonwasthebehavi§:i-\ r~9ent history of murder, intermsofracerclationsaswemight
hundred pe.J'ple who Johnnie of!? ma1~~accused of killing tih; especially iri light of all the lik,c to think. As-a country, we arc
Cochran an~Ron Goldman are, a pe<!ple. (;ochran managed J,!o· injpstices that blacks still have to ·a pretty pitiful sight. We thrive on
much high,~r percentage woulci ,dra~thejurrandthewholewof,ld, fa~~ Oil an ,everyday basis.
the' misforttme of others and arc
1
know the !~rmer than th~ latt?,r.•,.,,' ·.,l!;),y,~Y,.f!:in11.,t~~.fact.
;j\ l
i~~om the beating of Rodney more interested in flash than fact,
Wbat{3isttirb'cd''~'liib~t
·Wat~1 :,''·41·i.i:t<Y
A1J""Clt11cr'tol~lly
distorted i ., i\. ..,,,,K' ""' •· to . the ·dismal state of style than substance. Two people
t;:,
J
the way"'fac~m was used to totally to come ~~t iffthis trial is pe ,,
j~ inner cities, I think if I .died, and as a nation we turned
cUstortthe· triat•"Mai:k
Fuhrman
is
of
v,,,J.ia'~
~ea
son
ab
I
e
d
~uh
t,:,.
IH'. d look for the smallest their deaths in to a circus. What do
•
,.
.• "•
scum, granted, but Mark Fuhrman Resonahle doubt · '·
)n~~p.i~,A:s-~~'? .
qt•~t. I'm not, however,
these things say about tis as a
·.country.
was not the one on trial (hopefully as some people s,eti.,,,'f W•<o. ,.co k, fat . . sJI'l-eally..4.o~;t~~gw' bntlbelieve
that trial will he later).
you can take %ts ii'i'idYWi'" '" .... ,,
thoiigll'i"~f.~payhack
would at
These are the things the United
,.;!
.
.
w.:"' i;;f.~~~1 . {:~'':..,~=<>·
States
is going to have to come to
Being racist is not ille~al, . and to fit any st~
o .~401~plB~~(tJ'i,\'~~,Sil/ . oss"~y1mind
simply because someone 1s back- and Rona!
n coiild have<~-w"'I think tins ill.,.~·~°' .~l!;perfectly terms with if we are going to progress
· wardsenoughtohearacist person. heenkiJlc
ingsfromanother· the cracks which sti1Ji~$t in our asanation. Thatprogress,ifnothing
doesn'tmean they plant evidence. planeti(or~ rug lords, an early society between the races. A ma- els~, is something positive that may
1 found it humorous to see the · defense tactic), hut just hec.ause jority of blacks .thought Simpson come out of this tragedy.
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'How do you feel about the O.J. Simpson verdict?
"The media made it out to be a much bigger deal
than it was. I thlnk the whole thing was actually kind
of silly."

"I think he should have gotten the chair."

John Bielecki ..
senior

AmyCayse
freshman

"I think it was the right decision. There was
reasonable doubt."

"I don't like it. I was shocked when I heard
it on TV. I belive he did it."
.

Amie Shelt

Priyada Kasemsuwan
junior

sophomore

"I think it sets the justice system back a few _
hundred years~ Everyone and their mother knew he .
did it."

"I'm satisfied, I guess. The system has been
prejudiced toward minorities for so long. This
verdict gives hope to those who doubted the
system. Butl'mnotgoingtosayOJisinnoce~t."

Jeff W agenbrenner

Dameon Alexander
sophomore

sop~omore

"I don't think the prosecution proved beyond a
reasonable doubi that he was guilty. There were too
many holes in the story for a jury to ccmvict."

"I guess the jury made the best decisi.on they
could because there was ~easonable doubt. But
I still think he was guilty. This tryal definitely'
rev.ealed many flaws in our justice system~"

Terrence Nurreclin
senior

MegLeder
senior

New MickeyD's gets 'Norwoodized'
BY JOHN

P.

GLYNN

cattle herding directional dividers like at
King's Island, which
lthappened. Onlyafewweeks · adds to the disarray.
My beef with the
old, the new McDonald's in Surrey Square Plaza has been· place (sorry) is not,,
"Norwoodized." Anyonewhohas the length of the
had the experience of eating in a linc--Ishouldexpect
fast food establishment 5n to wait on a Saturday
Nonvood ... "WelcometoRally's, afternoon - rather,
can I mess up your order?"... it was the reason for
should not need this tenn defined. the line, which was
I've been an avid McDonald's the earth-shattering
customer since I could pronounce inefficiency of the
the words "Happy Meal;" arid employees behind the.
was delighted to learn that the counter. ·
The little he.at ·
nearestMickeyD' s would soon he
just down Mo~tgomcry Road. lamp racks were·
Eager to see the place, a friend stocked with yummy
and I paid a visit last Saturday. sandwiches and the
We were despondent to find the fry trough was run, so.it's not as if
little eatery· filled to ·maximum we were all waitin'g on lethargic .
density with customers waiting cook.
for their order.
·
That being the· case, no
For those who haven't been, employee there looked like they
it's set up so that you order from were ~aking. an attempt to fill
the register on the right and then orders with any.sort~ofrapidity.
form a line on the left to wait for Despite 20 or so waiting
yourfooo. Theydon'thavethose customers, the average velocity
NEWSWIRE COLUMNIST

a

of these people was that of an
elderly slug.
.
Patrons' impatience must have
been contagious, because before
long an assistant manager. was
pitching ·in, trying to accelerate
the process. She met with little
success.
Okay, so 10 minutes later I got

my order. Incidentally, lorde1~ecl a small
drink and fries and
received both in large
size. It's difficult to
hold up that flaw for
rectification though.
So, with aromatic
bag in hand, I took
my recyclable paper
cup to the dl"ink
fountain. I was
greeted by a wasteland
of
straw
wrappers, ketchup
packets, and a dirty
dishrag.
·Mmmmmmm ...
hungry yet? I find
thatnothingwhets the
palate in cager anticipation quite
like a stain-ridden grease wipe.
S~fice it to say that even Ray
Kroc would go to Wendy's after
seeing the way this place was run.
My fnastration is not specifically directed at the new
McDonald's. Eatingatafastfood
place anywhere ht Norwood is

often a defeating. experience.
McDonald's just happens.to provide my latest example.
It's not about exactly how long
the wait is, or precisely how bad
they sere\\'. up an order. It's a
matter of work ethic a'nd desire to
please patrons that I find lacking
in fast food places around here,
and its importance· to local
markets is paramount.
A business isn't doing its customers a favor by serving them.
Rather it is the customer. who
pcrforri1s the favor Jjy allowing
the business to do so.
BythislnICan thatclicntelc(in
this case, of fast food restaurants)
ha vc the choice to cline elsewhere.
The low priority that customer
service seems to have will -- and
I'm sure, does - affect sales. The
Musketeer Inn gets- away with it
because it has no on-campus competition, but someplace like
McDonald's (especially one with
Wendy's, Taco Bell and KFC
within walking distance) should
know better and show it.
:m

Letters to the editor
underwritten by the university).
The gallery program is shared
with Xavier and the larger
Duriilg .the week of Sept. 18, community as an enrichment of
three very striking photographic campus ambiance. The art gallery
exhibitions (over lOOimages) were as situated in a bona fide facility
hung by Xavier gallery personnel of the university deserves the same
oncainpus. Fr. Theodore'fhepe, support of the Xavier community
S.J.'s images achieved with a and its administration as any
studied elegance counterpointed other campus program in good
by the anti-aesthetic approach of standing.
Greg Rust's ironic: random
The Newswire article
moments are at theXaviergallery. "Photography exhibit honors late
A library exhibition features a Jesuit priest" chose an
formal biographical journey in unfortunate quote on the relative
photographs and commentary of merits of looking at art in the
the Jesuit poet, Gerard Manley library as opposed to "hiking" to
Hopkins, through the eyes of Fr. Cohen for the same. Attendance
Michael Flecky, S.J.
at the Flecky event is touted not
The Xavier art gallery is an so much on individual merit but
excitinglaboratoryprogram of the on the relative ease of the journey.
The many people who work
. DepartmentofArt. ltisprim~rily
subsidized by the contributed very hard to sustain the gallery as
exhibition material ofits exhibiting a university jewel deserve more
artists.. (The Rust/Thepe IOyalty.·
exhibitions are loaned, the Flecky
The "hike" to Cohen is worth
exhibition
is . financially it-it offers a unique opportunity

·Make the hike

RESERVE

·OFFIC-ERS'

for edifying mind, body and spirit
in"one afternoon's activity.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday 12:00-4:00pm.,
closed on university holidays.
Bernard L. Schmidt ·
Gallery Director
Xavier University Art Gallery

The wrong tune
While I do not dispute the
right of Mr. Schaefer and Mr.
Gibbons to express their concerns
and wishes for WVXU ("Students
turned off by WVXU", 9/27/95),
I do take issue with the lack of
accurate information expressed
in their piece.
Considering Mr. Schaefer
interviewed me on the basic
operations of the station, I was
appalled at the ethically
questionable manner in which he
distorted my answers to his

TRAINING

CORPS

questions and then incorporated · control over music programming
is completely out of touch with the
them into his work.
of
professional
For instance: WVXU is in no reality
way funded by PBS, which is a broadcasting... and WVXU is a,
national public television service. professional station, th~ hub of
And Nightwaves is broadcast the largest privately-held public
12am to Sam (12am to 6am on radio network in America.
WVXU
has
proudly
weekends), not 12:30 to 3am as
represented Xavier in earning
stated.
At26,000wattswith5repeater Peabody and Armstrong awards
stations , WVXU and its network for excellence in programming,
are not what the industry would as well as top state and local
term. ·~a college radio station." citations. WVXU continues to
We are a full service broadcast serve as a proud part of Xavier
center covering areas more than University and a training ground
400 miles away. To program a that has helped place alumni in
station that reaches over 250,000 media positions from Florida to
listeners per week solely for a Alaska and New York City to
portion of the fewer than 7000 Hollywood.
There ·are opportunities here
students on our 100 acre campus
·isanirresponsibleuseofthepublic for students who care more about
establishing media careers than
airwaves.
WVXU already allows more simply pleasing a fragment of the
playlist freedom to its program campus population.
hosts than any· station I've
George Zahn
.encountered. Allowing any station
Operations Manager, WVXU
volunteer to have unreigJ\'ed

"A sure-fire crowd pleaser with a
rock-n-roll heart."-The New York Ttmes

SEE WHAT ALL THE NOISE IS ABOUT

Cal/ ·749-4949 or visit the Taft
Theatre Ticket Office or Ticketmaster.

Presented by CAPA (Columbus Association for
the Performing Arts). Media sponsors: WEBN
and Cincinnati City Beat

4~'.

BEUEVE n OB NOT, TBIS GUY
.
IS IN CUSS•.

SMITE THE SAT,
LSA~ GMAT,
GREORMCAT
AT186,000
MILES/SECOND

and helps. you take on the challenges of
Excitement and adventure is the
command.
course description, and Army ROTC is
There's no obligation until your
the name. It's the one college elective --~""'""
junior
y~ar, so there's no reason not to
that builds your self-confidence,
try
it
out
right now.
develops your leadership potential . ~-::'""'I

ARMY ROTC
TIE sMIRTESr. COll,g COURSE YOU CD TAD.
For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call

745-3646

· 1-m111
World° Wide Web
America Online
eWortd
voice

inlo@revlew.com
http://www.revlew.com
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Can You Be Friendly,
Persuasive And Smart
At Least Part Of The
Time? Then VVe Have
The Perfect Part.:rime
Telephone Recruiter
Job For You.
Phoenix International needs part-time telephone
recruiters to talk with the people who respond to
our ads and commercials. The pay is very good $7.75 an hour. And because the ho~rs and days
are flexible, this work is ideal for college students.
Phoenix International performs research
·
studies for the world's leading pharmaceutical
manufacturers. As a recruiter, you _would talk
with the people who volunteer to help with
the studies.
Write or fax Karen Grimm at Phoenix
International, and simply tell her why you think
you'd be good at this job. 5642 Hamilton Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45224.
Or fax 541-2819. .

ATHLETE'S FOOT

Male and female volunteers, 12 years
of age·orolder, with athlete's toot are
needed to participate in a medical
research study testing. a topical
medication.

Financial compensation will be provided
for those who participate. Appointments
are available in the Anderson Township,
Mt. Auburn and Montgomery offices.
For further information, please call:
Dermatology
Research
Associates
232-DERM (3376)

~tFlfITINIX_
~T[RNATIONAL

Currently see_~ng .· .
· • Servers - Expeditors·
• Bussers
• Front Desk Clerk
Opening
Late October
In the Forest Fair Mall
A Leader in Nightclub History
BOURBON sr~
Featuring 62,000 SQ. Ft. of
Dancing, Drinking, and Partying!!
Country, 70'.s & 80's, Alternative Progressive,
Soports Bar and Grill
Like no.Other in the Tri-State!
· Hi-Tech Sound, Video and Light Systems.
Now Hiring
Bartenders (Exp. Required)
Security
Cocktail (No Exp. Required)
Cashiers
Barbacks
·Floor Sweepers
Receptionists
Grill & ~rep Cooks
· ·
Apply in Person
TuesdayThru Thursday From
1O:OOam to 2:00pm ·
and 6:00pm to 8:00pm
Forest Fair Mall (upper Level)

Quality Riverview is currently seeking
energetic persons to work in our award winning
Restaurant.
Th~·following

positions are available:

•Banquet Servers
•Expeditors
. • Cocktail Servers
• Bussers· ·
•Host/Hostess
• Prep _?nd line cook

671-4433

The Most Fun You Can Have and Make Money!

Please apply in Personnel
Mon.:-Fri. 9am.:.5pm
. 666 5th St.
Covington, KY 41011

E.O.E
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plmlo by Tom ScboefTer

Corcoran Fieldhas seen better days since it was convertedfrom tlie
oldfootball stadium years ago.

Commentary:

Corcoran to get facelift
BY JASON BECK
NEWSWIRE COLUMNIST

The Cincinnati Gardens has always been. a forboding place for
J\1u.sketeer basketb.all opponents to come ~nto, what with a roaring
crowd lhat shakes the rafters.
That's the· same apprehensive feeling opposing soccer coaches
have when they face the Muskies at Corcoran Field.
·
Unfortunately, Xavier coaches have those feeli~gs, too.
Though the crowd at last month's Atlantic 10 Kickoff Weekend
was la1·ge enough to be slightly daunting, Corcoran has scared many
playe1·s with standing water, patches of cral>grass mixed among
normal turf, and a desert of clirtin front of the goal box that becomes
a mud pit reminiscent of Woodstock after a steady rain.
A dry summer and occasional flooding rains in the fall bear part
of the blame for this season's field woes. However, it would be short- .
sighted to forget that Corcoran has been in below-average condition
for the past few years, and even last season looked more like an ecochallenge course than a soccer facility. Women's coach Dr. Ron
Quinn called the conditions "deplorable" a fe\v weeks ago, while one
player called it an cmbarassment to the university.
Physical plant should get credit for the emergency measures-they
took to ke(lp it in playable condition last W ednesclay ,' including
vacuuming water off the field and dumping a sand-dry substance
similar to what is used on baseball fields. Between games, they also
had to fill in a hole that developed in one corner.
Yet Thursday's rains forced the Ladt Muskies to move their
Friday home match agafost Kentucky to a practice field in Lexington·. It begs the question of what image opposing coaches have of how
Xavier regards its athletes.
Athletic Director Jeff Fogelson admitted that the field has had
problems since it was last l~ndscaped in the 1980s. That's why after
years of coaches' complaints, plans are in the works for what
Fogelson called "a complete redoing of the field." This would include
draining, sloping, resodding, and replanting the field next spring,
then waiting until the following spring to install a new drainage
system, with a grid of slits in the field leading to pipes underneath.
For everyone involved in Xavier soccer, the improvements are a
vote of support that has been well overdue. While thanks should go
to the athletic department for coming through in the clutch, these
conditions could reappear before long unless something is done to
reduce or eliminate practice time at Corcoran. With Cohen Field in
similarly bad shape due to almost constant use, Xavier currently has
no on-campus options. Bur after all the embarrassment Corcoran
has suffered this season, steps need to be taken to ensure that players
aren't put at such risk again.
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iytuskies find winning ways
BY BRIAN VAUGHAN
AND MAIT AmtENTANO .

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
The men's soccer team, with
their disappointing start behind
them, faced a crucial stretch of
four' games in 10 days to start
October. With the Atlantic 10
Conference tournament taking
only the top four regular season
teams, the Musketeers needed to
get on track, and did just that
with wins over conference opponents George Washington and St.
Bonaventure.
The stretch started off on the
wrong foot, however, as the
Muskies lost a 1-0 sc1ueaker at
Duquesne. Goalkeeper Chris
Wright and the defense of Jeff
Bauer, Jeremy Fultz, Dan
Hambrook arid Chris Stamper
kept the game close, but the offense couldn't put the ball in the
net, leaving the team on the short
end of the scorecard.
The Musketeers turned things
around at George Washington,
as coach Jack Hemrnns shuffled·
the lineup. The Dutch connection moved back to midfield with
Maurice Schilten and Vlaclimfr
Ciricjoini.ngHans Pascoal, while
sophomore Bill Schaefer ai1cl
freshman Chas Cooke started as
strikers. The moves paid off,
with Cooke opening the scoring at
the 20:51 mark off assists from
Schilten and Ciric.
After the Colonials knotted the
score later in the half, the rest of
the game featured back-and-forth
scoring chances, leaving the game
tied at the encl of regulation.
Schaefer put the Muskies ahead
in overtime off an assist from
Cooke, and the defense made the
goal stand up in a 2-1 win. The
goal from Schaefer was not only
his second of the year, but also his
second game-winner.
The game against Kentucky
was played in· the mudpit conditions of Corcoran Field. With the
rain leaving the field a mess, both
teams dealt with it as best they

Andy Laverghetta executes a chest trap ill the Musketeers' 4.4
shutout efSt. Bonaventtlre.
could, though play grew sloppy at
times. The first half looked very
promisingwithXavier holding the
powerful Wildcats to a 0-0 tie.
Once again, however, things
did 110t go the Muskies' way.
Kentucky clamped down on the
· Muskies' offense in the second
half, holding them to only one
shot. The Wildcats scored two
goals within four minutes of an
otherwise even game.
The men came into Sunday's
contest against St. Bonaventure
needing a win to keep their postseason hopes aliYe. The team
came out hungry and with less
than two minutes gone in the game,
Schilten stole the ball at midfield
and went in untouched against
the keeper. Schiltcn made i:io
mistake and gave Xavier a 1-0
lead.
The team dominated play and
continued to create scoring
chances. The work paid off again
at the 16:54 mark, when Bill
Schaefer's shot rippled the back
of the net on an assist from Dan
Hamb rook.
The squad was not satisfied
with the two-goal lead and worked

to put the Ilonnies away in the
first half. They diclj ust that when
the Dutch connection came
through, as Ciric scored on a
breakaway and Schilten scored
off a highlight backheel assist from
Cooke. Both goals were scored in
a two-minute span as the Muskies
dominated throughout the 4-0
win.
The game against the Bonnies
could be a turning points for a
team that had such high expectations at the season's start. After
the game, coach Hermans was
pleased with his team's effort.
"This is morn like it," he said.
"I knew the team was capable, it
was just a matter of.time before
they got on track. \YIe' re playing
attractive soccer, creating
chances and controlling the hall.
"The team is hungry tci win.
They continue to work hard and
have a great attitude. We need to
take this win and build off of it."
The str:etch improves the
team's record to 3-8 overall; More
importantly, the team int proved
to 2-3 in the Atlantic 10, putting
them within reach of the postseason.

Harriers crash top 20 at Duquesne
If last weekend's Duquesne lnivitational is any
indication, the Musketeer men's and women's

cross-countryteamscouldsurprisetheconf~rence

whentheyreturntothecoursefortheA-lOChampionships.
Though both teams lost to conference foe
Duquesne, the men placed each of their top f"ave
runners in the top 20 to place third overall, one
point behind the Dukes. The ladies used a pair of
top performances to fmish fourth.

Matt Armentano. again paced the men, finishing
eighth in the 77-man field in a tin1e of 27:35. Close
behind were fellow juniors Jim Nau and Rob
Trapp in 10th and 11th with times of27:42 and
27:43, respet,:tively. Senio~ Brian Tent ·placed
14th, and Erich Koenig f"anished 15t.
Leading the women was senior Melissa Pflum,
whof"anishedllthwithatimeofl9:37. Sophomore
Amy Gonzales ~rossed the line in 18th at 20: 18.
·
- Juon Beck
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· The men's and women's bas- p.m., just before the introducketball teams will kick off the new tion of the wome_.'s team and·
season with a night of Midnight some words from new coach
Madness festivities on Saturday, Melanie Balcomb. BBlcomb has
Oct.· 14 at Schmidt Fieldhouse. · high hopes for the Lady M0ske- .
'The first official practice will be- teers, who fmished 14-14 last season.
gin at midnight.
At the stroke of midnight, the
Thefieldhousedoors will open
at 10:15 p.m. The event is free lights will dim to kickoffthe1995. and open to the public, but the 96 basketball season. The men's
crowd will be limited to Schmidt's team will take the cotirt and head
capa~ny of 2,900. The-Xavier coach Skip. Prosser will address
band and cheerleaders will enter- the crowd along with some of the
tain the crowd throughout the players. Prosser guided the Musketeers to a 23-5 record last seaevening.
The festivities include ~ ·Jong son, including a 14-0 record in
list of games· and contests. from the MCC and a trip to the NCAA
photo by Tom Sebaefl'er · 10:30 to 11:45 p.m., many of Tournament in his fll'st season at
Lady Mwketeerforward HoNy Crow sets to dart p0st a defender in matcli playedear/UJr t!Us season which are geared toward students. the helm ..
After the introductions and
atCoreoranFi.eld. Crowisone'!f'severalfreslunengaininKexperienceasXavi.erp~paresforapossi/Jle The games include slam dunk
speeches,
the men's and women's
contests with six-foot and under
6ertli in next montli !r Atlantic JO Tournament.
·
teams
will
put on a· drills demonas well as open divisions, a "shoot
of both te&ms
Members
stration.
for cash" game, hat spin relay,
will
participate
in
a
three-point
obstacle course race, a money
shooting
contest
followed
by the
scramble and a USAir trip giveeveningfmale,
a20-minute
scrimaway.
mage
by
the
men's
team.
The <!heerleaders will start off
- Xavier Spom Information
the
basketball festivities at 11:45
Xavier's next match was at home against ButBY PETE HOLTERMANN
ler. Again, the Muskies had to hang on to stay in
the game. There was no score at the end. of
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
regulation,buttheBulldogswentupbyagoal'with
The Xavier women's soccer team split a pair of
The Musketeer men's and women's te~nis could be well on t~eir
less than two minutes left in the .fi.rst overtime
games against conference opponents before getting
period. Nora Kelley assisted on Gruber's ninth way to a perfect fall ..
a tie against Butler, and then splitting two nonAfter the men's team opened their season with home wins over
goal of the season with a little less than five minutes
conference decisions.
Youngstown State and Wright State, the Musketeers made an early
l~ftin the match. According to Quinn, Butler and
"This team just does not give up," said Dr. Ron
mark on the Atlantic. IO with a pair of 5-2 wins over St.
the Muskies played a very even game.
Quinn,' the coach of the Lady Musketeers. He was
Last F~iday, Corcoran Field was underwater, Bonaventure and Rhode Island. Meanwhile, the women continued
describing the determination that his team showed
so the game against Kentucky had to he moved to their flawless start, downing A-10 foes Dayton, St. Bonaventure
over the past ~o weeks while battling their way to
Lexington. The change of venue did not affect the and Duquesne.while ruling the Xavier courts with a 7-2 win qver
a 2-2-1 record against some formidable opponents.
Muskies however, as they defeated the Wildcats Youngstown State and a 9-0 blanking of Northern Kentucky.
Thefirstgameofthisstretch was in Washington,
Jim Lowery dr~pped two of four decisions at first singles, but
2-L "This is probably our biggest win of the
D.C., where Xavier dropped a 3-2 game to George
put
in some of th~ hardest matches on the teams. He dropped a
season," said Quinn.
Washington. After reb'1llation, the two teams had
Again, Xavier struck early. With little more to.ugh three-set decision to YSU, 6-2, 4-6, 3-6, while later winning a
played to a 1-1 tie. The Colonials picked up two
than three minutes gone, Welch knocked direct hard-fought two-setter, 6-3, 7-5 over the Rhode Island. Undegoals in the first overtime period to win the game.
kick into the net. Welch picked up her fifth assist feated singles players include Eric Gaughan, Greg McDaniel and
XU, showing some of the resolve Quinn alluded to, · of the season 15 minutes later by sending a corn~r Monish Pat_el, all with 4-0 records. The doubles tandem of Lowery
did not give up, and scored with five minutes left in
kick toward the far post that was knocked in by and McDaniel won both of their matches over Wright State and
the second overtime period.
Erlli Eichler. Kentucky scored off a corner kick Rhode Island.
Senior Barbi Harris, who has been seeing limOther Lady Muskies who cruised through the competition
with less than five minutes to go in the match.
ited playing time due to recurring leg problems,
One of the biggest challenges of the.season for included Jen Becker, who dropped only four games in three
scored Xavier's first goal on a rebound of her own
the Lady Muskies came on Sunday as they battled . runaway-victories over the Dukes, Boonies and Norse to up her
shot. Freshmen Holly Grow 'and Colleen Savage
singles record to 8-1. Heidi Pacella held her ground to-improve to
a Vanderbilt team that is rated 20th in the nation.
both picked ~p an assist on Amanda Gruber's
7-2 in singles, while Melissa Beeman was perfect in singles and
~·we can defmitely play at that level," said Quinn.
overtime goal.
"They missed some opportunities, and we played doubles, taking the team lead with 11 overall wins. Meghan Caton
Xavier then refurned to Cincinnati to do battle
well enough to win it." ·The Muskies, however, teamed ~th Beeman for two doubles :mns to up her overall record
to 10-3.
· with LaSalle, the fifth place team in their division.
wound ~p on the short end of a 2-1 game.
The Muskies completely dominated the Explorers
Among Musketeers earning their first singles victories were
Things got off to a rough start for Xavier as
by holding them .to just three shots, while connectVanderbilt scored on a shot to the corner of the f11e_shman Laura Fraunfelder, who squeaked out a 6-7, 6-2, 7-5
ing on three of their own for a 3-0 wiii.
goal with only 46 seconds gone in the game. The marathon over NKU's Karen Messmer, and Beth Carpenter, who
XU wasted absolutely no time getting on the
·
- Juon Beek
Commadores scored again 15 minutes into ,the shut out her Norse opponent.
board. Gruber scored on LaSalle off an assist from
secondframe. Fiveminuteslater, Welchlaunched
Amy Lemon just 13 seconds into the match. Quinn
a shot over Vanderbilt's goalkeeper and into the
hoped to put the game away early in order to get
net. XU threatened for the remainder of the
some more players game time. Although LaSalle
rqatch, hut was never able to tie the game up.
~~~~#>'.~.9~1~/!:1? ~eri'j ~.a~~~f~s;.pi1yt~~;·1-~.)iil;
never really threatened, Xavier did not seal the
Up next for Xavier is a trip out east. Quinn is
<. ::··=·· ·: . ·:::.: ... :· ::~.:::·:;.:: .............·.::> :.-.:.:_.: ::.·~.Q~c~r~Uf f~~ld.:: · :·.; . . : . : :·; }/: '.;.\ . ·: :<<~:..-:.:>:/:<;~~:::::: /:::;· ··
match until the closing minutes. Grow scored
looking forward to the trip and the matches against
Ftjcl~y; 9~•~·)~.
Women's tenRiti
3 )>
>\
Xavier's second goal ~n a shot that bounced in off
Rhode Island and Fairfield. Even though Rhode
1
the far post. Gruber scored her second goal of the
Island is in the Atlantic 10 Conference, the game
,
match by heading in a corner· kick from Susie
will riot affect Xavier's 3-1 conference record
· SchliiidtFieldhous~>
,
:
•.
.. . : ...·..··:
.. -:·:.:·:· ..... - ..:-.:-::· ..·.·,... ·...··
because the Rams play in the East Division.
Welch.

Lady Muskies· battle elements, regional powers

Xavier rains on A-10, SEC

XU nets strong start
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Spikers open Octoberroad trip
match, 12-15, 9~
15, 5-15. Hitter·
".•. · T~e men's and~om:en~~ gJ!ftearns have :co.m~~~~4~~rious times
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Paula
Kirch
o~er the last several ~e~k~'. Although the men~s ·~~lli.~ad thi~ ~eek
Xavier'·s ~olleyball team paced Dayton's
opened October with a victory offense with 14
before falling to crosstown rival kills, three more Cincinnati and Atlantic 10 ·rival · than any Muske·· i/Thelllen.'s teiimcameofftheirsecond place.£iliishattheWestern•·
teer. Schulte exDayton.
.
.
The Muskies' overall record ecuted 11 kills,
stands at U-8.. ·
• and senior middle ·
On the first of the month; the blocker ·Darlene
MuskiesdisposedofWesternKen- Eismann stepped
tucky in a four game match, 13- up defensively
15, 15-4, 15-4;·15-10.
with 12 digs and .
Outside hitter ·Sally Schulte four blocks, but it
continued her strongjwaior cam- was not enough to
paign' racking up 19 kills and 17 counter the Flydigs, both team highs. Fr~shman ers' potentattack.
middle hitter Jolie Camella had.
Xavier, curSatutd~y ll~dSuncl~y. 'J,'h~ I~vitational lVas:c~.Il~risc~ of ~cveral
six blocks, and junior setter Susie rently in fifth
strong teams whi~h:. ~clu.ded Indiana :Uitlversit)'~/ihe eve~tual
Checkettdished out42 assists over place in the Atlan\vinner. The Lacly M~~es. took 13th place with.II t~ree day total
or.1076~
<.
.
.............·.·
the four game set.
~tti.....t=======
tic 10 conference",
photo by Soren Baker
Against Cmcinnati; however, traveis north to .
0
Xavier did not enjoy th_eir usual take on league- Susie Checkett sets a potential killfor Darlene
·
success, falling in ·a .four match leading Rhode Is- . Eismann (12) and Sara Strehle (13) in a recent' season and team~best scofi~~ 87 in the.third r.ouiid; . ·.· ... · .
land ·Friday at 2 home game.
affair, 15-13, 8-15~ 6-15, 10-15.
0
Dayton also defeated the Mus- p:m: On-Saturday, Xavier will facfug the surprisingly disappointketeers in a three..:game ·road find itself in Curry Hicks Cage, ing Massachusetts Minutewomen
Thewomenwillcorrip~t~ ~t Franklin College on Oct:12 and finish
in a 7 p;m. match;· The UMass
.the next dayat the Lady Colonel lnVitationai, h()st~~ by Eastern
~entuc~y.
·
· ·
. _;.;;;.Bill Kitch
squad is ranked sixth in the con-;:-:;.
ference.
··
BY SOREN BAKER

. ~~!fr~~~t~Jr~~~~i=-:~i~~~·!'t•

~ve~:fff:!f~~~;[tit~; !:;tt1~~!:~i;::k:r~f~\~$s~t::;s~::~.
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MATRIXX MARKETING INC.
a Cincinnati Bell company

~

-~-

AD

ACCOUNT REPRESENT ATJVE

INSIDE SALES
MATRIX..'< Marketing Business Division is seeking Part-time Telephone Sales Representatives to
fulfill the needs of one of its major clients. MATRIXX provides full account management
servkes for Fortune 500 companies, both nationally and internationally.
The successful candidates will have _the ahility to communicate and listen effectively, possess
expert organizational skills, grasp concepts quickly, be i.nside _sales and service-oriented, manage
business accounts, and have a high level of honesty and mtegnty._
The positions and shifts available arc: . .
Part-time Monday - Friday 8:30 am - I :00 pm
Pmi-time Monday - Friday 1:30 pm - (i:OO pm
TO APPLY, PLEASE CALL:
.
(513)458~2927 from 9AM - 12NOON .
(606)356-4463 or 1(800)807-1.414 from 2:30PM - 7PM
OR Fi\X YO\ JR RESUME TO:

. (513)366-2435
.

.

MATRIXX Marketing, Inc: (TSR)
4600 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Oil 45212

Equal Opportunity Employer
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PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS:

D

Citibank Federal
Stafford Loan
(subsidized anil unsubsidized)

D Citibank Federal PLUS Loan
·

D

(for parents of dependent students only)

Citibank Graduate
· Loan Program
(for graduate students of all disciplines
- please indicate yciur field of study)

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

Citibank (NYS) .
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation
P.O. Box 22948
. Rochester, NY 14692-2948

Address __________________.Apt.._ _ _ __
CitY--~-----------State_·___ Z,ip _ _ _ _ __

Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _' - - - - - - - - Sod.al S e c u r i t y # _ • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - You are currently: Dan undergraduat.e student
Year of graduation-------If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
D Medicine (allopathlt and osteopathic studies)
D Nursing · '· ·
·

D Business (MBA)
D Engineering
D Other (please specify)

.....
_
-·· - -

OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for

Operator 274.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.lod.com/HO/vlllage/Cltlbank/CSLC.html

ee;m

mmllm'

D a graduate student

c1n.•·.i. i:JA. ·N
. . ~!J·
· .· .
. ..
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Open your mind
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A Mammoth tour

In a precursory move before the~ major fall tour, Tucson's
Machines of Loving Grace is taking up touring space with Jim
Rose's Circus Sideshow.
The crew, who .recently released their third album Gilt
(Atlantic/Mammoth)~ will he performing at Bogart's tonight.
Tickets are $10. Purchase tickets at Bogart's or call ·
Ticketmaster 749-4949.
The show will begin at 7 p.m.

at

'Music at Noon'
Xavier'sMusic Department offers a double dose of "Music At
Noon." The two-week series will be held on Oct. 11 and 25 in
Logan Hall's Cash Room.
Today, Thomas W. Sherwood will perform on the bassbaritone, playing songs from the Civil War Era.
On Oct. 25,. Dona Buel will perform selections from the
classical keyboard repertoire, including Chopin and Bach, on
the piano.
There is no admission charge and coffee and tea will be
provided.
'

Muskie Tip-off Madness
•
•
•
•
•

Who: All Xavier Students.
What: Muskies Tip-Off Madness.
When: Oct. 11, 10 p.m. until 12 a.m.
Where: The Xavier Village courtyard.
Why: It is a good way to blow off some steam and take a study
break. There will he a DJ, pizza, soda and prizes.
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Trip with the Kult
BY SAM MANDT
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
My Life With The Thrill Kill
Kult is hack in full form with
their ftfth album, Hit Ami Run
Holiday.
It is a tale of two kids trapped
in a small-town American .
nightmare of nothingness and
their desperate escape. It is a
taleoffearandshameand
sexual depravity on the US
highways. It is an albu~ with a
different feel, a radical departure from the average happy
hippie garbage that seems to he
filling the airwaves today .
Musically, the album is very
good, and has a much cleaner
·sound than that of some ·of the
older releases from TKK. It
sounds as though a lot more time
and money went into the
me photo
production of this album than
lnterscope Records• dynamic storytellers, tlze Kill Kull
some of the. others. 'l,'here is still
a lot of the familiar keyboard
Apollo and Krystal take a
The next morning, Krystal
work from Kitty Kildare.
journey of their own, assisted
finds Debbie dead and Apollo
uvi uvi and Dick Fury ·
by pills and booze, but Debbie
and the car gone. She.takes to
provide the rhythms while
the highway and wai~ for
soon grvws tired of it all and
Groovie Mann and Jacky Blaque takes off in the middle of the
someone to take her onward.
provide some exciting v:ocals.
· ht •
This is a tale of the American
rug
Buzz McCoy does well on the
Too much in their own
Dream, stripped of the whoJeguitar and the new voice on this
worJd, Apollo and Krystal do
·some virtues and lying naked on
album is that of rec~nt addition,
nothing to find her; instead they the side of the road.
Cinderella Pussie.
push on to find a party.
It is a tale of small town
The album takes off when the Surprisingly, what they find is
boredom coupled with big city
two heroines, Krystal Stardust
Debbie dancing at a strip bar in glamour.
and Debbie Deathbeat, decide to the city. Debbie goes over the
Degradation, hatred, lust,
break out of their desperately
edge when·she sees her former
and chemical dependency are
dull lives and head west in a hot
friends and tries to have them
the themes. This story has no
rod. They are seeking glamour
thrown out. Unfortunately for
moral, as its characters have no
and fame, and pick up a rebel by· her, the owner takes a liking to
morals.
the name of Apollo. He takes
It is like the journey of its
Krystal and fires Debbie
the wheel and they drive into the instead, giving her job to
heroes - pointless - but just a
night.
Krystal.
damn good ride.

NewEnvy from FatJoe
Fat Joe makes his second go
round with Jealous One~ Envy.
Hailing from the Bronx, Joe
lets you know he and his crew
."keep creating."
Joe rips the set with some help
from KRS-One on Envy's powerful opening cut, "Bronxtale."
Wu-Tang emcee Raekwon the
ChefjoinsJoeon "RespectMine,"
spouting the chorus to the song. S
"Watch Out" is a posse cut fea- i,
turing Fat Joe's crew, but ironi- ~
cally, Joe is not featured.
c:;
Even though this album is
Fat Joe
fairly short, it has,a lot of worthwhile mat~rial. The first single, "Success"isoneofthosesongs. A

remixed version of"(lt] Is Real;,"
a single from his debut, is also
included.
"Envy" has an R&B flavor,
and "Dedication," which is a tribute to fellow rap artists who are
representing the real hip-hop flavor, has a beat previously used by
the Beatnuts and MC Eilit.
The production of the album
is on point. Its beats will keep
your head nodding and wishi~g
for more.
Jealous One !f Envy is an album you detanitely don't want to
leave on the shelf.

-Matt Turner
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Watch,' not ell)oy
lh~B.ua

TmtXA.umNEwsWIBE ·

WI.a ..... ellmader dies·
and W::wusare~t,
90liw:1I • gill ...--g. "'"Someone

Who"JI . . . . Owr lie,'" the
lablllt pndadm. olOncinneli
Playhaa.! ia Ille Pa.k's

F.dwmd,-lrillajounuilist
(Greg'llwww..,.),Adaa, an
Amesiaia . .,. ,. hillt(~tt .

Pl
ilb},.areiidll ....... ina
Beiruth1r el
'l'hEir .caplan j.mftde
with thehaft91.......;.J., so the

...em

prisonenmm1~doLy

playing off oae anodler's
personalities. '11lis works most
of the lime-. they derise
several humorous ways to pass·
the time-but these developments do notcrale an appftciation for their reai1ieacy, and
moreimport:DdY., a sympathy
for their situation.
Each of the thnie characters
has distinct philmiophicaJ
differences with his companions. While this friction does
provide for ..-e e1111!1'taining

92.5"-FOX

lffiffill(Ur.t\l'.€
HeARl: Oi"
lllARY CHURCH

~r.-.illlD~calegOry.

wt.iteli.st),-'. .......,,, an F-ngliah pn6 ... (Pllilip
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Presented by
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file photo

Every Weekend,

Edward (CTf!K Tliornton, le.ft) and Miclioel (Philip Pleasants,
ritfllt) arepri6oners oj'tlleir own cliOracter in "Someone Wlio 'II
Watc/, Over Me."
·
scenes, the dialogue makes the
three seem more petty than put
upon. The audience rarely felt
~y outrage for the characters'
imprisonment. When Adam,
who had Leen in the cell the
longest, is exec~ted, the crowd
hardly seemed surprised and,
almost shockingly, hardly
seemed to care.
The shailow script of the
playwright did not koop the
actors from making the best of
the weak material. In fact, the
acting is top-notch Thornton, Whitehurst and
Pleasants do a remarkable job

with their demanding roles.
Nonetheless; good acting fell to
a weak script; We see these
men as victims, hut we are not
provided with a reason to feel
sorry for them, e~en though
they are being used as leverage
in an arms struggle.
Because of their attitudes
and demeanors, the audience
may have begun to wonder if .
the prisoners dido 't deserve
their punishment.
After all, don't we all
fantasize about getting rid of
other people who are a pain in
the neck?

CIHSICROCll

Oct 6th.;_
Oct 29th
Fri & Sat 1·MIDNIGHT

HAUNTED·
DOUSE

Sun 1·10pm

·-------····.
I 50 CENTS OFFI
I Towards Regular A~ission, I

•-

~~COii-=~·.:..

$3.00 Regular. Admission
Located at the Comboni MiSsion
Cenler, J Mile East ofBeechmont
Man ·a1 Beeclunont & Nagel.

For More Information, can IHM

cooter's

at 388-4088.
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monday
the best In new and old industral dance ,

Get in the Spirit of '73
BY MIU JloNrGoJlay
Tm: ~VIEll NEWSWIR.E
Rock For Choice is a prochoice organir.alion founded by.
rocker.s L7 and the Feminist Majority in 1he &ii or I9'JI. The
organization has rdrased Spirit
oj' 73~ an ouh;landing cover al-

bumLyaewendfamale-ledLands.
The Suprrae Court legalized
abortion ..nth the Boe vs. Wade
casein 1913. Thus the title of this
·compilation CD., Which features a
wide ~fll groupsfium Babes
In Toyland tolllelndi;oGirls, all
pedonliagmwnefpopular hits
from the '70..
'Ihe di9c til:b aB'with Eve's
Plwa's~wnionof"lfl

Can't Bne Ya..., then moves
qaiddy --~la Toyland's

retro-discocoverof"More,
More, More." The track
features
Michael
McLaughlin on trumpet.
The grooviness of the track
makes you wonder if ii really is Babes In Toyland ...
Even letters to Cleo does
an exceptional job with ··
their explosive version of
Stevie Nicks' "Dreams."
A choice cut is L7 and
Joan Jett's live version of
Jett's "Cherry.Bomh,"whichwas
recorded at· a. Rock for· Choice
concert in 1992. Altho~ it is
buried at the end; of the disc,
Sophie B. Hawkins" haunting
cover of The Band's classic "The
Night .They Drove Old. Dixie
Down" takes thecake.. Produced,
arranged, and performed by
Hawkins, this song Will send chills

SO's alternative and classic nu-wave

wednesday

free admission with a college i.d; till 10:30
thursday

free admission till 11 with college i.d.
friday
coming soon cooter's famous hot legs contest
sa~urday

men in motion all male review show starts at 9
sun day

down your spine. (It's in the way
she says "Virgil;")
Rock For Choice's Spirit of
'73, which features 14songshy 14
different artists, intermixed with
some great '70s segue hits, is well
worth.your money.
The proceeds for the disc go to
benefit various pro-choice organizations.

_

burn baby, burn disco inferno .

r----------~-----~-~--~

: Free .Pass.:
thursday & friday expires

11-11~95

1
I
l ____u~~~i~ !!'~'!! !'~~ ,.!5_!:~6~2____ !

1
I

valid only with college l.d.
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Lost World
BY BRENDON CUIL

Tim XAVIER NEWSWIRE

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

GRANT LEE BUFFALO

SATURDAY OCTOBER 2J • SPM
RIVERFRONT COLISEUM
·TICKETS ON SALE NOW
AT COLISEUM DRIVE·UP TICKET. WINDOW
. ·AND ALL Selu:t.ci.Sear OUTLETS
. CHARGE BY PHONE 721~ 1000
ALL.ADVANCE TICKETS SUBJECT TO A SERVICE CHARGE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
m!lll ltiYerfl"ont Ca1i5e1m
SUNSHINE PROMOTIONS

-

AND CEUAR DOOR

-

Use Convenient Stadium PBrtilng

~,._}<avier Uoiversity nig~t-,. _
, , , , l'i..· .· . :.: . .,$.unday, October 15
·
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Persons mnst he in l_inc by
11 11111 Friday & Satu~day
and 911111 tin Sunday to go
·.. thrnugh the house.

$5.00 Donattion
fo bcncfif ch~!ri(y

FORES·T FAIR MALL

SAVE ·$1. 0.0

IiOU..SE , .
CINCINNATI'S FRIGHTFUL FAVOAITI!

FOftEST FAIR MALL
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MICHAEl LHJtHTON

TH( lO~T WOHtO
Crichton shows a new side to the
dinosaurs; they are seen as.protective
parents as well as vicious predators.
Readers will be grateful that his charactci:s do not lose their cynicism in the face
of death. At one point, a morphine. influenced Malcolm begins spouting
theories of chaos while dinosaurs attack
the trailer.
Crichton combines horror, comedy
and tenderness with case. His ability to
viviclly describe animals that have been
extinct for 65 million years proves his
unparalleled skill as a writer.
The novel is lacking in only one area,
the ending. Crichton should have taken
time to better explain the fate of the
dinosaurs. Docs anyone smell part
three?
The Lost World is a quick read that is
full of action, suspense, and thoughtprovoking scientific theories. After
reading it, relax and think of a,n approaching time when, once again,
McDonald's.will be selling Dino Happy
Meals .

Cums PF.Sn

Boy these guys are good. You'd Prefer
All Astrollaut is tlie latest album from

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sponsurml liy

n?\UNTED.
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11or gro111• mCcs or 20 or more, conCacC 1'he
II mm Ced House aC 574- rn 14.
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.The strum.of Hum

llOUll'i

SAT

Tlw Lost World is Michael Crichton's
long awaited sequel to Jurassic Park
This novel is a triumphant follow up to
his breakthrough novel.
Fortunately this is not a sequel to
Jurassic Park the movie. He goes so far
as to only include one character from
Jurassic Par/•, the witty Ian.Malcolm.
Furthermore, he does not stray from his
usual style of merging scientific fact with
magnificent fiction.
Malcolm is reintroduced in the
prologue, and as it turns out, he was not
killed after the original incident at·
Jurassic Park. Malcolm is first seen
disagreeing with Richard Levine, an
arrogant paleontologist who is convinced
dinosaurs are still alive somewhere near
Costa Rica.
Unprepared, Levine goes to Isla
Sorna on a htmch. On the island he is
attacked by dinosaurs and he sends a
distress message to Dr. Thorne, the
engineer of Levine's supplies. Thorne
corrals Malcolm, a strong field biologist
named Sarah Harding and a'n assistant.
Upon anival, they discover they arc
, ,accompanied by Levin.e's junior high
assistants, Kelly and Arby.
The aim is to find Levine and get off
the island. But Thorrie's crew is not
alone on the island; they are joined by
Lewis Dodgson and his crew, who are
attempting to collect the sought after
dino-DNA.
The dinosaurs are back, as frightening as ever. The velociraptors are in
their prime, and they arc joined by a sly
dinosaur, the Carnotaurus, which can
camouflage itself against any object. ·

"""'"'

11,;, ""'"""

Octoher 6th, 7th, lllh, 15th, 22nd, or 29th
· and recch'e $1.00 olT the
. regular admission 11ricc or $5.00.
Nol •ollol .,ilh 111y od1rr olftr, Coupon u11ltu I0/31/95.
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Hum. The group is made up of Jeff
Dimpsey, Tim Lash, Bryan St. Pere and
Matt Talbott, all from beautiful
Champaign, Ill.
This 'album is a very good representation of the band, because it rocks.
Each of the eight songs on the album
highlight the variety of Hum's different
styles, from hard core guitar riffs to soft
hippie sounds.
.
.
"Stars" is the first song on the album,
and it has been played on sevcr~l local
radio stations. It starts out slo~ hut then

hits the listener with the powerful force of
a Mack truck.
"Little Dipper," the second song on the
album, is wm·th more than a few spins on
the player.
Over all, You'd Prefer. All Astroflaut
has a rough edge, but that's not to say that
it's'had.
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c ALENDAR

·.More fun than getting robbed in broad daylight.

wednesday thursday
October 11
··Students from Germany are
sponsoring International Coffee
Hour from 3:30-4i30 p.m .. Need
coffee! Musthavecaffeine! Must
go to Romero Center!
•"MusicatNoon!"willbeheld
in the Cash Room in Logan and
begins at 12 p.m., duh. Music
from the Civil War era will be
performed by Thom~ Sherwood.
•Friends,Romans, countrymen, lend me your ears ... The
deadline for. submissions to the
Athenaeum are due today. Send
your monumental works of poetry, essays, or scripts to Athenaeum c/o English Dept. 3800
Victory Parkway 45207-4446.
•Are the basketball players
just tall guys you either see on the
court or in the grill eating grilled
chicken sandwiches? Well no
more! Meet the players and our
beloved Coach Prosser when they
tour the residence halls. The
basketball caravan will be at the
New Hall at 9 p.m~, Brockman
Hall at 10 p.m. and the Village at
llp.m.

October 12
•"I laughed, I cried, I wet my
pants." . Not me, I was. quoting
some other guy. Comedy Fest I
will be held in the Downunder
tonight at9p.m. SAC has brought
comedians John Hope & Saleem
and free pizza and drinks for an
admission price of $2 a pop.
. •Two days ago, tickets for the
· FifthThirdBankBroadwayseries
"Miss Saigon" went on sale.· This
is one of the best s,hows you will
ever see and tickets are going fast.
For information; call 621-ARTS.
For tickets call 241-SHOW.
•Xavier Players time warps
back to the '50s with the musical,
"Pump Boys & Dinettes." Catch
the fun and the music during a
time when Coke was still in a glass
bottle. Admission is $3 a pop for
students and $7 general admission.. Theatre doors open _at 8
p.m . .
•Shawn Womack Dance
Projects presents "You're Here
and I'm Here, Love & Lore on La
Belle Riviere" tonight on the
Showboat Majestic. The show
begins at 4:15 p.m._
.

*EARN EXTRA$$$*
Part-time, Flexible schedule.
Local Environmental Company.
Call 381-5527, ask for Gary.
**HOUSE FOR SALE**
Can also be a .two family. 4
Bedroom,3Bathroom,Fireplace,
laundry,Garage,MUCHMORE!
NearCampus. $59,900,6.51-5535.
Motivated Seller.
GET PAID $$$ TO WSE
WEIGIIT!! 18 people needed to
turn Fat into Cash!! No D~ or
Exercise, All Natural, Doctor
Recommended. Call (606)~
5661 NOW! H you don't need to
loseweight,someoneyoulovedoes!

GRAPHIC ARTIST needed to
design Camera Ready flyers,
brochures, printed ads for
newspapers and magazines plus
letterhead, Call 331-6002.

**DRIVER NEEDED**
From Mercy Montessori to
Madeira .. M-F, $25/week, call
561-2687.

NORWOOD
HOUSE FOR RENT
Walking distance to Xavier,
Spacious 5bedrooms, CentralAir,
· 2 Full Baths, Major Appliances
Included, $1,100 Per Month, Call
321-1563.
SPRING BREAK
Nassau/Paradise. Island, Cancun
and Jamaica from $299. Air,
Hotel, Transfers,Parties,andMore!
Organize a small group and earn a
FREE trip plus commissions! Call
·l..s00:822-0321.
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.QWell, fellow students of
Xavier, Calendar Man has joined
the legion of unfortunates who
have been robbed of their posses~
•At noon in the McDonald
sions. So, all you Little Nemos
Garden, Michael Flecky, S.J.,
better stop dreaming, lock .those
Hopkins scholar and noted artist •1dnl11ht •adness ·is doors at night an~ walk in groups
~ present: lnscape of Ireland:
tonight! Over $1,000 in give- on and offcampus at night. If you
Notes on Hopkins' artistic ~d
aways, and admission is free. · sec a VCR with the name Calenspiritual passing. This is also the·
The season begins at midnight, dar Man on it, E-mail· Calendar
last day . to observe . th·e.
the festivities run from 10:30p.m.- Man at 452375.
photog..aphs by Michael Flecky
l a.m. T- shirts. are on sale in the
We at The Ne11Js11Jire hate to
on display in the library as well ..
SAC office and at the event .. Head
'make
mistakes. If you find an
•For $7 a pop, a student can
on down to the Schmidt
error,
call 745~3130 and let us
dance, eat, and drink the night
Fieldhouse for the event of the
know.
Thank You!
away at the annual event, "Fall
year. - ·
Ball." A semi-formal on the un·"''·.
luckiest day possible. Dance the .
evil spirits away from 9 p.m.-1
a.m. at Music Hall. For those
who prefer their evil spirits in a
bottle, buses will be available
starting at 8:45 p.m. at the Uni~
versity Center. Tickets are avail- ·
able.at the SAC office.
• Pumpboys & Dinettes are
· tonight! Go. to the theatre and see
the ·Players' first musical of the
year, featu~g the beautiful voice
of Jennifer Zehnder. Show starts
8
at
Genuine Draft

··~~tay

•Unleash your barbaric yelp
at the rugby game as the home
team discombobulate~ Anderson
University on the fields of Cohen.
The dirt flies at 6 p.m.
•Wake
up
monkeys,

....
H DENNERT DISTRIBUTING CORP.

Saturda, .·.
Y

October 14 · ·
•Do you have clown fear? U
so, don't come to the clown workshop sponsored by the Xavier
Players. A Barnum & Bailey!s,
graduate will teach th~ rme art rir .
"clowning. 'Cartwheel to the the~
atre at 1:30 p.ni.

$1,000'
FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, sororities &
Student Organizations. You've
seen credit card f undraisers
before, but you've never seen·
the Citibank fundraiser that.
pays $5.00 per application. ·
Call Donna at
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a
mEEcamera. ·

EARN $2500 AND mEE
SPWNG BREAK TRIPS!· ." .
Sell 8 trips and go FREE! .Best
trips and prices! Bahamas,
Cancun,Jamaica,Florida! Spring
Break Travel! .1-800-678-6386:, ....
TYPIST AVAILABLE
Papers,Resumes,etc. For more
info, call 761-3608

·~.··

... ~

~ ·.

-..1tjrfr
..l!.!aEER

1388 Brashears•Camp~Washlngton.

:DRAFT OFFICE:HOURS
'Mon~Fri 8-3 • Saf9~t

*CHILD CAREWANTED*
M-F, 3-6:30pm, Kenwood/
Madeira. Needowncar. Call9836.371 (day)or561-9029(evening).
mEE TRIPS AND CASH??
Fmdouthowhundredsofstudents
arealreadyearningFREETRIPS
and LOTS OF CASHwith
America's #1 Spring· Break
Company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAK
S'I1JDENT TRAVEL (800) 95BREAK!
.
.
Dependable, Enthusiastic ·
Student Needed for after school
childcare. Days negotiable, ·
3:30pm-6:30pm. ChildrenagedlO,
8, 5. Call 745-7378 or 583-7549.

Please ...
DON'T DRINK
AND DRIVE

DIRECTOR OF
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
20 ·hours/week, Loveland
United Methodist Church. Call
(513) 683-1738.
CINCINNATI'S PREMIER
DRY CLEANERS is now hiring .
for an excellent part-time
Customer Service Position. We
offer a professional work
environment with other college
students. Wealsooffer Flexible
Sched~es with a closing time of
8pm M-F and Saturday 8am6pm. No Sundays or Holidays.
Currently we are hiring for our
Hyde Park. and Anderson
locations. Please call Lisa 3219959 or Debbie 231-5540.
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THE Crossword.

· hy Ro er&Salem Salloo111
·

My girlfriend's got a temper.
It's tough on me. She really blows
lf].

I never know when she's going:
to do it.
·
But it's too late to break up.
I'm hooked on her.
You know, like being hooked on
exploding cigars.

"... and also in this .one where the little boy is being
beaten by horrible monsters ... yes, one thing I'm
sure of is that you've got a troubled little boy ... and
he's a bad artist to boot."

KABLOOEY by Blue
-

WOvLD '(ov STt LL.
LOV6.

/\\~

'wEllE.

p,..

' .

\F

1

ACROSS
1 Sour
5 Pena1ning to
ocean
movement
10 Happy
14 One having
regrets
15 Old·womanish
16 Capital of Latvia
17 Opera highlight
18 Immaculate
19 Elliptical
20 Crepe
22 Honest
24 Slant
25 Shoe width
26 Read a secret
message
29 Rulers
34 Declares
positively
35 Respond
36 Garden tool
37 Cerise and
garnet
38 Dull finish
39 Capitol feature
40 Memorable time
41 Jackson and
Mulgrew
42 Discharged
43 Unknown
person
45 Unsuccessful
ones
46 Meadow
47 Section
48'Circus
apparatus
52 Thought
56 Indian princess
57 Force forward ·
59 Changing star
60 Press
61 Family circle
member
62 Baby bed
63 Window· glass
64 Made a mistake
65 Snakelike fishes

SAc.\t ~\Vfv\~

DOWN
1 Snare
2 Halo
3 Control strap
4 Farm
implements

0 1995 Tnbule Mecllll Se..,.,.s, Inc.
All ngllts r-"'9d.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

21
23
26
27
,28

29
30
31

32
33

35
38
39
41

42

Football player
ANSWERS
Cove
Machine pattern
Word of sorrow
Tolerance
Food vendor
Exist
Cultural medium
Valley •·
Helps
Tidy
Issues a
challenge
Turn inside out
Fragrant wood
Measuring
device
Food tor Dobbin
Task
Greek epic poet
Planter's need·
44 Like high
50 Soon
Deserve
mountains
51 Kuwait's head
Periodical
53 Ripped
Leave far behind 45 Spooned out
47
Portion
Satan's wort<
54
Before high or
48 Journey
55 Small amounts
jerk
49 -avis
58 For each
Golfer's cry

UMll'~
~m'-H~~

UD

P\Nt> 1'o Tl-;\N~ ~E:.t> WON-,,
t>C.P...~D w~v ~''> tl...E.1-AT\oNs~·~ NE:~~ L~STEb.

FUNPAQE
Kid-tested, mother-approved.
AllOlMER FINE
TURNER- Tl~tE yj~RNER

~OOIXT

AN>THfR FINE

TURNER-TIME WAAHER fRC«tT

®11
"<::

i\JKJTHER FINE

1\JRNER-TIME VlMNER fRODUCf
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10"Small
· I
·
I One Topping Pizza I

FREE

I

DEUVERYI

:$

95. :

I
I
I
I ··

~

14" Large

16" Extra Large TOPPINGS

ddHlonal Toppings 70 ·~

--------

14"Large
: One Topping i)izza :
I
I
I
.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$

PAPA JOHN'S VALUE MENU
1O" Sman

EXTRAS

: 95

I

~--~~-1

Ham
. Pepperoni
Sausage
Hallan Sausage
OroundBeef
Bacon
Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Mushrooms
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Onions

Cheese Pizza
One Topping ·
Two Toppings
three Toppings
Four Toppings
Five Toppings

5.70
6.40
7.05
7.55
8.00
8.35

8.25
9.20
10.15
11.10
11.85
12.35

11.40.
12.45
13.90
15.15
16.40
16.70

OardfHI Speclol

7.30

I 0.75

12.95~

BlackOl!ve 1
OreenOllves

'T1HI Worlrs

9.10

13.45

17.25

::;~~;:

Mushrooms, Onion, Green Peppers A: Black Olives

Pepperoni, Hom, Sausage, Mushrooms, Onion, Green Pepper• & Black Ollve1

I
I
I
I

~ddlHonal Toppings 95 (J

r--------,

I

16" X·Large ... I
1One Topping Pizza 1.

:$
I
I
I
I

-

...

95 :
I
I
·I
I

IAddltlonal Toppings $1.251

L.-.·-------..1
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